In 2019

Support to Operation Thunderball
4 - 30 June

109 participating countries

Global operation targeting illegal trade in wildlife and timber

1,828 seizures
582 suspects arrested
Ongoing investigations

Environmental Crime and Anti-Money Laundering Risk Assessments

Exploring links between money laundering and environmental crimes to better detect illicit financial transactions.

Risk Assessments in Côte d’Ivoire, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe

Specialized Law Enforcement Training
South East Asia

Online Investigation Training For Wildlife Law Enforcement Officers, Lao PDR

Investigator’s Seminar on Domestic Controlled Deliveries, Myanmar

Undercover Techniques For The Investigation Of Wildlife Crime, Thailand

Training Course On Wildlife Controlled Delivery Techniques, Vietnam

Training Course on Domestic Controlled Deliveries, Cambodia

Support to Central and West Africa

INTERPOL’s first Annual Meeting on Wildlife Trafficking in Central and West Africa (Cameroon) identified regional trends, preparing countries for increasing operational activities across the region.

Wildlife Crime Threat Assessment released:
- highlighting the critical actions, coordinated responses and galvanized efforts required to fight wildlife trafficking
- focussing on elephant ivory, pangolin, parrots and rosewood

Wildlife Enforcement Networks (WEN)

Third Global Meeting of WENs, Switzerland

Development of Guidelines for Strengthening WENs

ICCWC developed a self-assessment tool to assist WENs in identifying areas to strengthen their response to wildlife crime. Guidelines to be piloted across Latin America.
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